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• Preface
• There are a varietyof low flow measureswhichdescribeandquantifydifferentpropertiesof
flow regimes and these have different applicationsin the water industry.This Manual
describes the Micro LOW FLOWS V2.0 software which incorporatesprocedures for
automaticallyestimatingkey low flow statisticsat ungaugedsites withinnatural catchrnents
based on catchmentcharacteristicsand adjuststhe lowflow statisticstotake into accountthe
impactof artificialinfluences,includingabstractions,dischargesand impoundingreservoirs.
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1 . Introduction
• Micro LOW FLOWSis a PC based interactivesoftwarepackagefor therapid estimationof
low flow statisticsfrom catchmentcharacteristicsat gaugedandungaugedsites.
Nationalmethods(Custardet al., 1992)for the estimationof themean flow,the meanannual
minimumflow (MAM)and the 95 percentileexceedence(Q95)flow at ungaugedsites are
calibratedusingcatchmentvaluesof catchmentarea (AREA),standardannualaveragerainfall
(SAAR), potential evaporation (PE) and the fractions of hydrologicalresponse (HOST)
classes.
Basedon a river networkdatabase,syntheticcatchmentboundariesare generated,whichare
then superimposedupon gridded databasesof Q95 and MAM(7)(derivedfrom the HOST
classes),SAAR,andPE to derive meancatchmentvaluesof thesecharacteristicsabove each
river stretch.Thesecatchmentcharacteristicvaluesareused for estimatingthe flow statistics
associatedwith eachstretch.
•
Micro LOW FLOWSprovides database facilitiesfor archivinginformationon abstraction
licences,consentsto dischargeand reservoiroutflows.Thesedata are combinedwith natural
flow statisticsto estimateartificiallyinfluencedlow flowstatistics(Bullocka aL, 1994).
Micro LOW FLOWSalso providesaccess to observedflow statisticsatestablishedgauging
stationsandfacilitiesfor the calculationof flowdurationcurvesfrom databasesof occasional
current meter flow gaugings.
A mousedriven interactiveroam capabilitywithinMicro LOWFLOWSallowsthe user to
access flow estimatesat river stretchesby movinga cursor around a graphicsdisplayof the
vectored river network.
1.1 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
Micro LOW FLOWSrequiresthe following:
•
•
•
•
•






A DOSsystemcomputerwith an Intel486 processoror greater.
DOS5.0 or above.
3Mbof RAMwitha minimumof 580Kbof systemmemoryavailablefor application
programsand 100Mbof hard disk space.
EGA graphicscard or better.
A mouse.
The speedat which MicroLOW FLOWSexecutesis considerablyenhancedby a mathsco-
processor.
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•
•
Micro LOW FLOWS supports the followinghard copydevices:
HP Lasedet
H13747S
Paintjet
1.2 ABOUT THIS MANUAL
This MicroLOW FLOWSTechnicalManualandUser Guiderepresentsa completereference
manualto accompanythe software. Chapter2 providesdetailsof the estimationprocedures
used withinMicro LOW FLOWS. Chapter3 describesindetail theoperationof the software
through each of the menu optionsand a structuredTutorialexerciseisprovidedin Chapter4
to allow the user to become familiarwith the mainfeaturesof the software.
13 CONVENTIONS USED IN THE MANUAL
WithinChapter 3, using Micro LOWFLOWS,the followingconventionsareusedto indicate
inputsby the user:
Keys on the computerkeyboardare shownin smallcapital letters. For example,the
Escape key is shown as ESC. The RETURN or EMER key is shownas 4...
Any input that the user is required to type is representedby bold characters. For
exampleto start the MicroLOWFLOWSprogramthe user can type microlfs. Input
is always shown in lowercaselettersunlessthe useof uppercaselettersis indicated.
Placeswhere a substitutioncanbe madeare shownin italics.For examplefeature can
be substituted by gaugingstation, reservoir, abstractionsite, dischargesite, or spot
gauge.
Micro LOW FLOWS is controlledby selectingchoicesfrommenusdisplayedon the
screen. Menu choices are indicatedin the manualby squarebrackets. The phrase
"From menu I select [Low flow analysis] meansmove the selectionbar over the
menu item [Low flow analysis]by pressing UP ARROW or DOWN ARROW and then
press •-, to initiate.
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2. TechnicalReference
•
•
2.1 THE RIVER NETWORK DATABASE
Micro LOW FLOWS has been designed around the generation of synthetic catchment
boundaries based on digitized river, networks and the capability to 'travel around' the
networks to identify and quantify upstream spatial and point data. The original source of the
river network database is the set of 1:50 000 Ordnance Survey maps. The basic component
of the digitized river network is a river stretch, generally defined as the linkof river between
two confluences, and therefore devoid of inflow tributaries. In practice, aproportion of basic
stretch units are broken and subdivided at map boundaries. The direction of flow within a
stretch is known because each stretch is archived according to its upstream and downstream
coordinates. In addition, several (but a variable number of) coordinate pointsalong each river
stretch are archived. Each stretch is identified by a Line Identifier (LID) assigned to that
stretch which is unique to each individual river stretch within a single hydrometric area, but
may be repeated in other hydrometric areas.
0
At confluences, the upstream and downstream end points of stretches meetwhere they have
identical coordinates. As a result it is possible to travel upstream or downstream within a
structured archiving file by identifying linked stretches. Travelling up a river is achieved by
firstly obtaining the upstream coordinates of the selected stretch, and then searching the
database for stretches which have these coordinates as their downstream point. The process
is continued fan-wise until all upstream stretches are located, in which case all first-order
'source' reaches have been identified. This travelling capability makes possible the
identification of associated stretches within a river basin and enables the automatic
identification of all features (spatially distributed or point values) upstream of any stretch. In
order to achieve this travelling capability, a simple branching structure has been imposed
upon the network by editing braids, cross-channels and artificial drainage lines, including
canals.
0
2.2 AUTOMATIC DERIVATION OF CATCHMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Catchment characteristics within Micro LOW FLOWS V2.1 are automatically calculated via
the generation of a synthetic catchment area for each stretch and the accumulation of these
synthetic catchment areas above each stretch. In the calibration procedure a computer
generated grid of cell size 0.5 x 0.5 km is overlaid onto the digitized rivernetwork. Each cell
within this grid is assigned to a stretch using a shortest-distance algorithm, subject to the
constraints of digitized coastlines, hydrometric boundaries and sub-catchmentboundaries. By
travelling down the river networks, from the sources to the mouths, thearray of cells above
each stretch is identified and archived for that stretch. The overall methodology is detailed
in Sekulin et al. (1992).
0
The standard period (1941-1970) average annual rainfall (SAAR) and annualaverage potential
evaporation (PE) databases are both archived at a grid resolution of 1 km'. The databases are
derived from the Meteorological Office standard period (1941 - 1970) 1:625000 rainfall and
1:2 000 000 average annual potential evaporation (provisional version) maps. The values of
PE and SAAR are held with a depth resolution of 10 mm and 1 mm respectively. Gridded
SAAR is held to an accuracy in the order of 10% of SAAR recorded at raingauges.
3
0
Two gridded databasesof key low flow statisticsare storedat a grid resolutionof 0.25 km2,
notably Q95(1) (as a % of mean flow) and MAM(7)(asa % of meanflow). The originsof
these two databases are described in detail below. Each0.25 km2grid square in the United
Kingdom has been assigned numerical values from the SAAR, PE, Q95(1) & MAM(7)
gridded databases. As the array of grid squares aboveany stretch is known, taking the
averageof all the individualgrid squarevaluesallowscalculationof catchmentaveragevalues
of SAAR, PE, Q95(1)& MAM(7)aboveeachstretch, thusprovidingestimatesof catchment
characteristicsautomatically,rapidly and consistentlyat anyungaugedsite. Catchmentarea
is calculateddirectly from the numberof accumulatedgridcells. Thesevaluesare used in the
estimationof natural low flow statisticsfor that catchment,as described in detailbelow.
2.3 ARTIFICIAL INFLUENCES
The principaladvanceof Micro LOWFLOWSV2.1 fromV1.31 is the abilityto incorporate
upstream artificial influencessuch as surface water abstractions,groundwaterabstractions,
discharges to surface water and impounding reservoirs into the low flow estimation
procedures (Bullocka al., 1994).The key step in implementingthis is the constructionof
a monthly artificial influenceprofile based on data of wateruse upstreamof an ungauged
location. This comprisesthree stages:
i) identificationof all occurrencesof artificialinfluencesupstreamof theungaugedsite.
This is implementedby attachingartificialinfluencefeaturesto river stretches,which
can be identifiedas occurring upstreamof a riverstretch by the methoddescribed
above;
ii) quantification of monthly abstraction, dischargeand reservoir impacts for each
artificial influence. The feature archiveof MicroLOW FLOWS V2.I enablesthe
storage of feature details for surface and groundwaterabstractions,dischargesand
impoundingreservoirs. Actualmonthlydata for anindividualfeaturecan be loaded,
archived, edited and retrieved where available.Originaldata sources are National
Rivers Authorityarchivesof abstractionlicencesanddischargeconsents,and details
of compensationflows are derivedfrom Gustardet al. (1987).Whenactualmonthly
data are not available, Micro LOW FLOWSV2.I offers the capabilityto 'predict'
monthlyvalues for abstractionsand discharges.Forabstractionsthis is achievedby
applying uptake factors and minimum monthlyfactors to annual licensed totals,
according to abstraction purpose and location within the United Kingdom. For
discharges, the design dry weather flow discharge is assumed. In the case of
groundwater abstractions, a Theis analytical solutionis applied to distribute the
impact of the abstractionupon river flow throughouthe yeardependingon aquifer
properties, distance of the abstractionfrom the streamand the rate of abstraction;
iii) summationof individualupstreamimpactsto createa net monthlyartificialinfluence
profile. In the case of a catchmentcontainingonlyabstractions(ABS)anddischarges
(DIS), the monthlyartificial influenceprofileap)can be simplifiedto:
IPk = DIS1- ABSk
where k = months 1 to 12
4
and DISkis indexedby:
E SCAM771(1,k)
•
or E SCPM771(i,1c)
•
where:
•
SCAMTH(i,k)= actualmonthlydischargesfor month(k) at site(i)
•
SCPMTH(i,k)= predictedmonthlydischargesfor month(k) at site (i)
•
and ABSkis indexedby
SACIA1771(i,k)
or E SPREM771(i,k)
•
where:
• SACTMTH(i,k)= actualmonthlyabstractionquantitiesfor site(i)in month(k)
•
SPREMTH(i,k)= predictedmonthlyabstractionquantitiesfor site(i) in month(k)
•
for all (n) occurrencesupstream.
However, in the caseof a catchmentcontainingan impoundingreservoir, influences
abovethe reservoirsiteare excluded,and themonthlyreservoirreleaseprofiles(RRk)
replacethe naturalor artificialflow regime at the reservoirsite.
•
2.4 LOW FLOW ESI1MATION
• The estimationof naturallow flowstatisticsis basedon techniquesdevelopedand described
in Gustard et al. (1992). Further developmentof these methods to estimate artificially
influencedlow flow statisticsis describedin Bullocket al. (1994). In summary,the overall
methodologyfor the estimationof artificiallyinfluencedlow flow statisticsat an ungauged
site comprisesfour principalsteps, as follows:
•
i) estimationof naturallow flowstatisticsat the ungaugedsite, specificallymean flow,
monthlymeanflow, twelvemonthlyflow durationcurvesand twelvemean monthly
minima,as describedin subsequentsections;
ii) constructionof twelvemonthlyartificialinfluenceprofilesat theungaugedsite which
represent the net impact of all major upstream artificial influences,as described
above;
•
•
5
•
•
combination of the estimated natural low flow statistics with the monthly artificial
influence profiles to estimate artificially influenced monthly low flow statistics, as
summarised in subsequent sections;
aggregation of monthly artificially influenced statistics to produce annual artificially
influenced low flow statistics for design purposes.
2.4.1 Estimation of natural mean flow
The method for the calculation of the natural mean flow (MF) at the ungauged site is a water
balance procedure (Custard et al., 1992) in which the average annual runoff depth (AARD
in mm) is the difference between the rainfall and evaporation (Equation 2.1).
AARD a SAAR
- AE (2.1)
For catchments with rainfall in excess of 850 mm, actual evaporation is equal to potential
evaporation as a result of relatively short periods when evaporation is limited by soil moisture
deficit. Where evaporation is limited by rainfall being less than 850 mm, an adjustment factor
dependent on the rainfall is applied to the potential evaporation. The adjustment factor is
given by Equation 2.2 and the losses (actual evaporation) are calculated by Equation 2.3.
r 0.00061 x SAAR+0.475 (2.2)
AE a r x PE (2.3)
The average annual runoff depth in millimetres over the catchment is converted to mean flow
in m' s-', as defined by Equation 2.4.
MF a AARD x AREA x 3.17 x 10-5 (2.4)
2.4.2 Estimation of artificially influenced mean flow
The artificially influenced mean flow is estimated in five stages:
calculation of the natural mean flow (MF in m' sl as described above;
estimation of the natural monthly runoff volumes which requires an estimated
catchment value of the natural Q95 (as a % of MF) to determine the appropriate
method required for the estimation. Constant values of monthly runoff volume (i.e.
no spatial variability) are used for catchments in Northern Ireland (Table 2.1) and
also in Great Britain where the Q95 is greater than 30% of the mean flow
(Table 2.2).
For regions of the United Kingdom where the Q95 is less than 30% of the mean flow
then 1 km' gridded databases of monthly runoff volumes (expressed as a % of MF)
have been constructed. Two sets of grids are used: first for catchments with Q95 <
15% of the mean flow and second for catchments where the 1)95is between 15% and
30% of the mean flow. Each set comprises one grid per month. This method is based
on the recognition that catchments within Great Britain with a Q95 of less than 30%
6
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display significant regional variations in monthly runoff volumes (Institute of
Hydrology, 1980and Gustardet al., 1987)andthat the nature ofthis variabilitycan
be linkedto Q95;
•
Table2.1 Monthly runoff volume for Northern Ireland catchments
•
Monthlyrunoffvolume(%ARY)
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
16.8 12.3 8.7 5.3 3.9 2.7 2.4 3.4 5.9 9.9 12.9 16.0
•
•
Table2.2 Monthly runoff volume for catchments in Great Britain with Q95 > 30% MF
• Monthlyrunoffvolume(%ARV)
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
11.8 14.2 13.0 10.3 8.1 6.4 5.0 4.6 4.5 5.3 7.0 9.8
•
iii)	 conversionof the monthlyrunoff volumesto monthlymean flows(MMF in m3s-1)
is achievedby Equation2.5.
•
Any MRVxMF (2.5)(100/12) 

• iv) combinationof the twelve natural MMF values with the appropriatemonthly
artificial influenceprofiles. Dependingon the sign of the net artificial influence
(which may vary between months),the MMF for each monthmay be reduced (if
abstractionsdominate)or increased(if dischargesdominate).The influencedmean
monthlyflows InftMFDs(wherek = 1 to 12)are calculatedusingEquation2.6.
InfkMFDS= (NatAMFas-NatiMFits)+RRA+(DISIDs-DISHH)-(ABStas-ABSktn) (2.6)
where:
DS = designsite
RS = reservoir site
RR = reservoir release
UI = upstreaminfluence
(v) the artificiallyinfluencedmean flow (in rn' s-') is calculatedas the average of the
twelveinfluencedmonthlymeanflows, weightedby the numberof days per month.
•
7
•
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2.43 Estimation of natural Q95 and flow duration curve
The procedure for estimating the natural Q95 in ungaugedcatchments followsthe method
developedby Gustard et al. (1992). This method is basedon the relationshipbetweenthe
standardisedlow flowstatisticsand the hydrologicalcharacteristicsof soils representedby the
Hydrology Of Soil Type (HOST) classification(Boorman& Hollis, 1990;Boormanet al.,
1991) and Low Flow HOST Groups. The HOST classificationscheme is based on the
assignmentof soil series into29 HOSTclassesaccordingtophysicalpropertiesof the soiland
underlying solid and drift geology. Two further classeshave been assigned to urban (in
England and Wales only) and lake. HOST classes havebeen grouped into 12 Low Flow
HOST Groups, for which estimatesof standardisedQ95havebeen calculated(Table2.3).
Basedon this analysis,a griddeddatabaseof dominantHOSTclass within 1km' grid squares
has been convertedto a griddeddatabaseof standardisedQ95 .
Table2.3 Q95 estimatesfor Low Row HOSTGroups
Low Flow HOST Q95 standard error
Grouping parameter of parameter
LFHGI 40.8 1.7
LFHG2 31.9 2.6
LF1103 65.7 2.9
19404 25.0 3.0
LFHG5 49.0 6.8
LFHG6 6.5 5.6
LFHG7 10.7 0.8
LFHG8 1.1 2.0
LFHG9 15.0 2.2
LFHGIO 6.8 1.5
LFHO11 29.4 2.1
LFHG12 65.1 25.8
The natural flow duration curve for a site can be constructedbased on the selectionof the
appropriatecurve from a familyof 20 type curves(Gustardet W., 1992). Thesetypecurves
represent typical flow duration curves for differentgeologicalconditions. Selectionof the
8
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appropriate type curve is determinedby the estimated value of Q95, whereby the curve
correspondingto a Q95 value is calculatedby:
•
curve number = nearest integerx (10 x log Q95)
•
A comparisonof the estimatedQ95 and the Q95 for the selectedtype curvefrom Table 2.4so identifiesthe adjacentcurve. Interpolationbetweenthesetwocurves enablesa flow duration
curve to be generatedwhichpassesthroughthe estimatedvalueof Q95.
•
• Table2.4 Flow durationtype curves (aspercentageof meanflow)
•


Type curve 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
•







Percentile 2 975.70 904.17 838.77 776.04 719.91 667.48 618.22 572.53 520.00 472.29
• 10 577.26 534.08 511.37 480.48 452.42 425.82 400.44 376.64 350.65 326.46
•
50 20.49 22.69 25.10 27.86 30.82 34.11 37.81 41.82 45.10 48.64


80 3.70 4.42 5.27 6.33 7.54 9.00 10.77 12.86 15.20 17.98
•







90 1.73 2.13 2.62 3.25 3.99 4.92 6.07 7.47 9.16 11.22
• 95 1.00 1.26 1.58 2.00 2.51 3.16 3.98 5.01 6.30 7.94


99 0.38 0.51 0.67 0.88 1.16 1.53 2.02 2.65 3.46 4.52
•
Type curve 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19


Percentile 2 428.96 389.60 353.86 321.39 291.65 264.89 240.09 206.89 178.28 153.69


10 303.93 282.96 263.44 245.26 228.19 212.45 197.49 176.99 158.62 142.20
• 50 52.445 56.57 61.01 65.79 71.00 76.57 82.60 89.91 97.86 106.49
•
80 21.25 25.13 29.71 35.12 41.58 49.16 58.08 67.82 79.21 92.46


90 13.75 16.86 20.66 25.32 31.09 38.10 46.67 56.95 69.50 84.77
•







95 10.00 12.57 15.83 19.93 25.13 31.64 39.81 50.13 63.12 79.43
• 99 5.89 7.69 10.03 13.08 17.11 22.32 29.13 39.00 52.22 69.85
•
2.4.4 Estimation of artificially influenced Q95 and flow duration curve
•
The artificiallyinfluencedflowdurationcurveat a site is estimatedin fourstages, as follows:
•
i)	 At a site, the naturalQ95 is estimatedusing the methoddescribedby Gustardet al.,
1992. Fromthis the annualflowdurationtype curve is derived,as described above.
It has been established in Report Low Flow Estimation Artificially Influenced
Catchments(Bullocket al., 1994)that, for a given rangeof Q95values, annualtype
curves can be assignedto each month, referred to hereafter as the monthly type
curve. Table2.5 shows the relationshipsbetween the monthlyand annual type
curves.
•
•
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•
ii) The 12 monthly type curves need to be individuallyadjusted so that the curve created
by combining them coincides with the natural annualcurve.
This is done by interpolating flow values from each monthly type curve at 30
percentile points equally distributed in log space. These 30 'flows' each carry a flag
to indicate which month they belong to. The resultant 360 'flows' are used to derive
a composite annual flow duration curve (CURVEM) by ranking them from highest
(rank 1) to lowest (rank 360) and then calculating a probability of exceedence (P,) for
each of the 360 flows using Equation 2.7:
00X x 1 (2.7)
" 360
where X„ = rank
Table 2.5 Matrix of type curves for monthly pooled flow duration curves
Annual type curves
095 class JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC •
(% of MF)
0-2.5 10 11 11 10 8 8 8 6 6 5 7 9


2.5-7.5 12 12 12 12 10 10 11 9 9 9 10 11


7.5-12.5 13 13 13 14 13 13 13 12 12 11 12 12


12.5-17.5 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 14 13 12 13 13


17.5-22.5 14 15 15 15 16 16 16 15 15 13 14 14


22.5-27.5 15 15 15 16 16 16 16 16 16 14 15 14


27.5-32.5 15 16 16 16 16 17 17 16 17 16 15 15


32.5-37.5 16 16 16 17 17 17 17 17 17 16 16 15


37.5-42.5 16 16 17 17 17 18 18 17 18 17 17 16








•42.5-47.5 17 17 17 17 17 18 18 18 18 17 17 17


47.5-52.5 18 17 18 17 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18


52.5-57.5 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18








•
57.5-62.5 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 19 18 18 18 18


623-67.5 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 19 19 19 19 18


72.5-77.5 18 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 18








•
A composite flow duration curve is derived from the annual flow duration curve
(CURVEA) comprising flow values for the 360 percentiles, Pr At this stage, each
of the 360 percentiles (1).)is associated with a flowvalue from the CURVEA and a •
flow value from CURVEM (with the flag identifying the month of origin). A
comparison is then made between the two sets of flows for each percentile and the
individual flow values from CURVEM are set to equalthe corresponding flow values 411from CURVEA if the two are different.
111
00
iii) The influence profile for each month (as described in Section 2.3) is used to adjust
the flows for the corresponding month in CURVEM (identified usingthe month flag).
0 The 360 resultant influenced flows are ranked and the influenced annual flow duration
curve calculated as previously using Equation 2.7.11.
iv) If there are reservoirs upstream of the site of interest, the artificial influences
upstream of the reservoir and the natural monthly flow duration curves at the
0 reservoir site are replaced by the monthly reservoir releases profiles. Therefore, an
estimated composite annual flow duration curve (CURVER) at the reservoir site is
calculated from the 12 monthly type curves as described in (i) to (ii) above.
At the site of interest, the natural composite annual flow duration (CURVEM) is
calculated as before. The 360 flow values are adjusted by the corresponding flow
values from CURVER and the influence profiles and ranked as described in (iii)
above to produce the influenced annual flow duration curve.
2.4.5 Estimation of natural MAM(7) and low flow frequency curve
In common with the estimation of the natural Q95 in ungauged catchments, the procedure for
estimating the natural MAM(7) in ungauged catchments follows the methodof Gustard et al.,
(1992), using values of MAM(7) derived from the HOST classification and Low Flow HOST
Groups (Table 2.6) for individual soil associations. The catchment estimate of MAM(7) is
subsequently used to derive the mean monthly minima.
•
Annual minima of durations other than 7 days can be estimated using the natural MAM(7)
0 value (Gustard et al., 1992). A variable (GRADMAM) which represents the rate of change
of MAM(D)/MAM(7) with duration (D), is derived using the Equation 2.9 and the annual
5 minima can be derived from Equation 2.10.
Log GRADMAM SAAR062'6)xM4M(7)1`"”x2.1213x10-' (2.9)
MAM(D) MAM(7)x(1+(D —7)xGRADMAM) (2.10)
0 A family of 12 standardised type curves have been developed (Gustard et al. 1992) to
represent frequency relations of typical curves for different geological conditions and different
0 durations of minimum flows. The selection type curve is dependent on the magnitude of
MAM(D) and the specified duration. The natural flow frequency curve is derived by
0 applying a factor to the appropriate type curve.
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Table2.6 MAM(7)estimatesfor Low FlowHOSTGroups
Low Flow HOST Grouping MA114(7) standard error
parameter of parameter
LFHGI 50.8 1.9
LFHG2 40.3 2.8
LFHG3 71.3 3.3
LFHG4 25.7 3.3
LFHG5 53.4 7.5
LFHG6 1.4 6.2
LFHG7 12.4 0.9
LFHG8 0.1 2.3
LFHG9 14.4 2.4
LFHO10 5.9 1.7
LFHG11 33.8 2.4
LFHG12 49.6 28.7
2.4.6 Estimation of artificially influenced MAM(7)
The estimationof the mean monthlyminimumis basedon statisticalrelationshipsbetween
observed mean monthly minima, MAM(7) and catchmentcharacteristics. Values of the
parameter estimatesare shown in Table 2.7, for the followinggeneralrelationshipgivenby
Equation2.11:
MMM(7)moiva a x MAM(7)1'x SAAR x` AREA' (2.11)
These equationsprovide estimatesof natural mean monthlyminimumat ungaugedsites for
the adjustmentby artificial influenceson a monthlybasis.However,unlikethe flow duration
curve method, techniqueshave not been developedto recombinethe 12 valuesof MMM(7)
to estimateMAM(7).
If an estimateof the artificially influencedMAM(7)is required,thenin the absenceof more
complexsolutions involvingtimeseries simulations,MAM(7)is assumedto equalthe lowest
of all 12 values of artificially influencedMMM(7). In all circumstances,adoptionof this
assumptionwill overestimatethe true valueof MAM(7)(becausein timeseries,the MAM(7)
represents the mean of minimaoccurringin different months,which must by definitionbe
less than the mean of minimaselectedfrom the same month).
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Table 2.7 Parameterestimatesfor meanmonthlyminimumequations
•
Parameter estimates
MMM(7) a
	
coast MAM(7) SAA
•
R
•
JAN 15.52 0.314 0.038
FEB 39.32 0.303 —0.084
MAR 36.25 0.323 —0.079
APR 31.35 0.359 —0.066
MAY 17.99 0.337 0.035
JUN 39.04 0.398 —0.107
JUL 101.80 0.380 —0.238
AUG 50.04 0.414 —0.157
SEP 55.76 0.446 —0.197
OCT 19.99 0.385 —0.029
0 NOV 8.82 0.349 0.105
DEC 11.77 0.344 0.059
•
0
0 2.5 RETRIEVAL OF LOW FLOW ESTIMATES IN MICRO LOW FLOWS
Micro LOW FLOWS V2.1 generates estimates of low flow statistics (natural and artificial)
of two general types: i) as estimates pertaining to a single stretch of river, termed single
stretch estimates; ii) as residual flow diagrams which graphically represents the accumulation
of flow estimates along the profile of a river.
2.5.1 Single stretch estimates
Micro LOW FLOWS V2.1 allows, in principle, natural and artificially influenced low flow
statistics to be estimated at over 150 000 individual stretches of river in England and Wales,
as defined by the river network digitized from 1:50 000 topographic maps. Micro LOW
FLOWS (V1.31 & V2.1) is set up on a regional basis as defined by the administrative regions
of the National Rivers Authority, and the number of river stretches varies between these
regions, up to a maximum of 30 000 in a region.
Micro LOW FLOWS V2.1 generates estimates of the following low flow statistics and
measures:
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NATURAL
Mean flow (MF) (in rn' s-')
Flow duration curve (as % of MF)
Q95 (in m' r' and as % of MF)
Other percentiles (in m' r')
MAM(7) (in m' s-I and as % of MF)
MAM(D) (in m' s-l)
Low flow frequencycurve (in r')
ARTIFICIAL
Mean flow (MF)(in In' s-')
Flow durationcurve(as % of influencedMF)
Q95 (in rn' s-1 andas % of influencedMF)
Other percentiles(in m' s-2)
MAM(7)(in m' s-1and as % of influencedMF)
MMM(7)(in m' s-')
Natural and artificially influencedestimatesof mean flow,flow duration curve, Q95 (and
other percentiles)and MAM(7)arepresentedsimultaneouslyon screenand hardcopyoutputs.
Micro LOW FLOWSV2.1 has full capabilitiesfor generatingtabularand graphicaloutputs
to peripheral devices. In addition, monthly artificial influence profiles are displayed
numericallyon screen. In all cases, stretchestimatesandinfluenceprofilescorrespondto the
downstream end of river stretches.
2.5.2 Residual flow diagrams
A residual flow diagramrepresentsa hydrological'snapshot'of the total quantityof water
in a river or stream for any locationon the river for a chosenflow condition.The diagram
illustrates the natural low flows, artificially influencedlow flows and the artificial flow
component, enabling interpretationof the relative compositionof flow at any point alonga
river profile. Micro LOW FLOWS V2.1 provides full flexibilityin the selection of the
upstream and downstreampointsfor residualflow diagramconstructionand in selectingthe
mean flow or any flow percentileas the flow condition.
The principal structureof the residualflowdiagramcomprisesa verticalaxis whichrepresents
the line of the principal channel. Distance from source, or any other starting point, is
measured downwardsfrom the top of the axis. The horizontalaxis representsthe total flow
of the river (measuredin Mid', or rn' s-').
Residual flow diagramsmay be constructedwithin MicroLOWFLOWSV2.1 for different
low flow statistics, and are constructedas follows, usingtheexampleof the Q95 statistic:
the natural Q95 is estimatedfor each river stretch;
the artificially influencedQ95 is estimatedfor eachriver stretch. This may also be
termed the 'residual flow Q95';
the artificialflow componentis calculatedas the artificiallyinfluencedQ95minusthe
natural Q95. Hence, the artificialflow componentis positive where the artificially
influenced Q95 exceeds the natural Q95 (in the case of discharge impacts being
greater than abstraction impacts upstream) and negative when the artificially
influenced Q95 is less than the natural 095 (that is where abstractionimpactsare
greater than discharge impactsupstream). Clearly,the artificialcomponentcan be
zero when there are no upstreaminfluencesor the impactsof the influencesbalance
to zero;
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•
•
•
iv)	 plot natural Q95, artificiallyinfluencedQ95 andartificialcomponentagainstdistance
downstream.
•
It should be noted that this method of construction differs from the traditional method
discussedabove, where the traditionalmethodequatestoEquation2.12 on the basis that the
artificial componentfor a givenflow conditioncouldbe quantified.
•
Residual flow Q95 natural Q95+artificial components (2.12)
However, this is rarely ever the case and previouslyrepresenteda major limitationof this
type of diagram. In comparison, and as stated, the modified residual flow diagram
construction method in this report estimatesthe artificiallyinfluencedor residualflow Q95
directly, as well as the natural Q95, and the artificialcomponent is calculated as the
difference between the two. Hence, the artificial flow componentwill vary with flow
condition.
•
•
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3. Using Micro LOW FLOWS
It is assumed that Micro LOW FLOWS has already been installed. If this is not the case refer
to Appendix A for the installation procedure. Micro LOW FLOWS is set up to provide
regional coverage based on administrative units of the United Kingdom water industry.
3.1 STARTING MICRO LOW nows
To start Micro LOW FLOWS first change to the directory containing the Micro LOWFLOWS files by typing cd microlfs and then type microlfs .
The screen illustrated in Figure 3.1 will be displayed where the user is requested to enter adatabase update password. This must be a 4 digit number eg 1234. The password may be
skipped by pressing Esc in which case low flow analysis can be undertaken but changes to
the database will not be allowed.
'
Database update password 1
Figure 3.1 Micro LOW FLOWS entry screen
On entry of the correct password the following screen will be displayed where the user is
requested to select either a LIVE or a TEMPORARY session (Figure 3.2). In a LIVE session
the database will be updated at the end of a session whereas in a TEMPORARY session thedatabase will be temporarily updated but changes will not be preserved at the end of a
session.
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Figure 3.2 Sessionstatus
I ' • ' I I
Figure 3.3 MenuA, Initialmenu
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From Menu A (Figure 3.3) select one of the following options:
Use this option
Exit
Low flow analysis
Set flow units
Set grid reference system
Display/Edit abstraction
parameters
Display/Edit aquifer
parameters
Display loaded feature file
names
Bulkload data from a file
Initiate a tumble to update
influences
To do this
Return to the DOS environment
Begin low flow analysis. This is described in "Low
flow analysis - overview", below.
'Set the units for flow rate.
Either cumecs (m' r') or MId-I can be selected.
'Set the grid reference system.
Either eastings/northings (4 figures) or National Grid
coordinates (2 letters and6 figures) can be selected.
Access the abstraction licence global parameters. These
parameters are explains in "Editing the global
parameters", later in this chapter.
Access the aquifer globalparameters. These parameters
are explained in "Editing the global parameters", later
in this chapter.
Display feature datasets which have been loaded.
Load feature data from a file into the Micro LOW
FLOWS database. This is explained in "Bulkloading
feature data", later in this chapter.
Rebuild influence profiles following a change to the
database.
3.2 LOW FLOW ANALYSIS - OVERVIEW
Low flow analysis involves the following steps:
Selecting the hydrometric area of interest and loadingthe data for this area into Micro
LOW FLOWS.
Accessing the required river network.
Obtaining the low flow statistics for the selected river stretch.
Moving around the network to examine other stretches.
Using the feature editor to make changes to the database.
ensure that the current settings ere filled by reference to the message at the bottom of thc screen.
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3.3 SELECTING A HYDROMETRIC AREA
Havingselected[Lowflowanalysis]from MenuA, the next stepis to selectthe hydrometric
area. If Micro LOW FLOWS is configured for only one area, this area is selected
automatically.Otherwisethe user can selectthe requiredarea from thosedisplayed.
Wait a few momentswhilethe area data is loadedbeforemodelof entrymenu is displayed
(Figure 3.4).
••1 1
NI I.
Figure 3.4 Mode of entry
3.4 ACCESSINGA RIVER NETWORK
Micro LOW FLOWSprovidestwo optionsfor accessinga river network:
• 
 A single stretch in the river networkmay be selectedfrom a map of the networks,
termedthe HYDROMETRICAREAMAPoption.
•



Multiplestretchesmay be selectedthroughclimbingfrom a knownlocation, termed
•


the CLIMBFROM A LOCATIONoption.
• 3.4.1 To select the HYDROMETRIC MAP option



• 
 Select [Hydrometricarea map].
•

 A list of hydrologicalfeaturesis shown:
•
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•
Reservoirs
Abstraction sites
Discharge sites
Spot gauges
These features can be selectedfor displayby pressingYor N againsteach feature.Notethat
gauging stations are always selected for display. However, when the river network is
displayed initially, it is necessaryto toggleon the icons. See 'using the Feature editor'.
Press Esc to accept the settingsand continue.
The boundary of the selected hydrometricarea is displayed.
Select one of the followingoptions.
Use this option
Finish hydrometric area
Zoomin (with stretches)
To do this
Returnto MenuA.
Magnifya regionof the map by selecting2 pointson
the map with the mouseat oppositecornersof the
squareof interest. If thepoints are less than 1 km apart,
the magnificationis set at x2; otherwisea squareof
side equal to the maximumof the X-Y distances
selectedis used to delineatethe magnifiedregion. The
river networkswithinthezoominwindoware plotted.
Select one of the followingoptions:
Use this option
Display different part
Select a stretch
To do this
Go to anotherregion of the map, see "Moving around
the river network" laterin the chapter.
Selecta stretchfor analysiswith the mouse. Once
selectedthe details, catchmentcharacteristicsand low
flow estimatesgeneratedfor that stretch are displayed.
3.4.2 To select the CLIMB FROM LOCATION option
Select [Climb from a location].
Select one of the followingoptionsfor identifyingan initialisingriver stretch.
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Use this option
Finish hydrometric area
Gauging station
Line ID (LID)
Grid reference
River name
To do this
Return to Menu A.
Specify a gauging station. Enter the HI Surface Water
Archive number for the gauging station required.
Specify the Line Identification number of the stretch.
Specify the Grid Reference of the stretch. Enter either
two 4 digit numbers or a 2 letter and 6 digit number.
Specify a river. Select the river name from a list rivers
within the hydrometric area. The initialising stretch in
this case is the stretch furthest downstream on the
nominated river. Certain named rivers may be
tributaries of larger named rivers.
3. A list of hydrological features is shown. Mark the ones that are to be displayed by
pressing Y or N against each feature. Press ESC to accept the settings.
The river network is plotted upstream of the requested initialising stretch; no
hydrological features apart from gauging stations are shown at this point. The
initialising stretch is marked red and the estimated values for this stretch are displayed
(Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5 Catchment estimates for selected river network
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3.5 OBTAINING THE RESULTS OF LOW FLOW ANALYSIS
The following can be obtained for the currently selected river stretch:
Natural and influenced estimates of mean flow.
Natural and influenced flow duration curve.
Natural and influenced MAM(7) and natural flow frequency curve of different
duration.
Residual flow diagram based on mean flow or selectedflow duration percentile (only
available within the CLIMB FROM A LOCATION option).
Notes about the stretch.
River name (only available within the CLIMB FROM A LOCATION option).
Toggle markers on/off where features have been selected for display.
3.5.1 To obtain results
Select [More on current stretch] to list more detailed analysis options (Figure 3.6).
Note: Some of the analysis options are not valid within the HYDROMETRIC AREA MAP
option and are therefore not displayed when this option is selected.
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Figure 3.6 Analysis options menu
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3.5.2 Stretch estimates
To obtain the natural estimates
From the analysisoption menu, select[Displaynaturalestimates].
The estimateswill be shownin the displaypanel.
Comments
Estimatedstandardperiod (1941-70)annualaverage
rainfallover the estimatedcatchmentarea.
Estimatedannualaverageactualevaporationover the
estimatedcatchmentarea.
Estimatedmeandaily flow at the downstreamend of the
currentstretch.
Estimated95 percentileexceedenceflowof one day
duration.
Estimatedmeanannualminimumflowof seven days
duration.
Estimated95 percentileexceedenceflowof one day
durationexpresseda percentageof meanflow.
Estimatedmeanannualminimumflowof seven days
durationexpressedas a percentageof meanflow.
Userdefinedmeanflow whichyou areallowedto edit.
This value is used in place of MF aboveif it exists.
Estimate
SAAR(41-70) (mrn/yr)
Actualevap
(mm/yr)
MF
(selectedunits)
Q95
(selectedunits)
MAM7
(selectedunits)
Q95(%MF)
MAM7(%MF)
User MF
To obtain the influenced estimates
From the analysisoption menuselect[Displayinfluencedestmts.].
As well as the estimates of MF, Q95 and MAM(7) the twelve monthlyvalues of mean
monthlyminima (MMM(7))and net influenceat the site are displayed.
3.5.3 Flow duration curve
To obtain the natural flow duration curve
I. Select [Natural flowdurationcurve].
2. The flow duration curve and menu panel are displayedfrom whichthe following
options can be selected.
Up to 10 values of estimatedexceedence/flowwill be stored and plottedon the hard copy.
Valuesout of range will not appearon the hard copy.
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Use this option
Finish requests
Get exceedence from flow
Get flow from exceedence
To do this
Get a hard copy plot of the flow duration curve and/or
return to analysis options menu.
If a hard copy of the flowduration curve is requested
you have to specify the output device and supply a title
for the plot.
Get the estimated exceedence percentile corresponding
to a flow. Enter required flow.
Get the estimated flow corresponding to an exceedence
percentile. Enter required percentile.
To obtain the influenced flow duration curve
	
1. Select [Influenced flow durn. curve].
	
2. The user is then requested to select
the natural and influenced flow duration curves
the spot gauge scatterplot
	
3. Follow step 2 for the natural flow duration curve above (Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.7 Influencedflow durationcurve
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3.5.4 Flow frequency curve
To obtain the flow frequency curve
From the analysis options menu select [Flow frequency curve].
Select the appropriate duration from the list.
The flow frequency curve will be displayed (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8 Naturalflow frequency curve
3. Select one of the following options:
Use this option
Finish requests
Get return period from flow
Get flow from return period
To do this
Get a hard copy plot of the flow frequency curve and/or
return to analysis options menu.
If a hard copy is requested specify the output device and
supply a title for the plot.
Get the estimated return period corresponding to a flow.
Get the estimated flow corresponding to a return
percentile. Enter required percentile.
Up to 10 values of estimated return period/flow will be stored and plotted on the hard copy.
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3.5.5 Residual flow diagram
The residual flow diagram presents a hydrological snapshot of a river for a particular flow
condition. Each influence on a river is quantified and an overall picture of the total flow at
any point on the system is presented. The diagram can showhow the flow at any point on the
system is composed in terms of its natural and artificial components.
The principle components of the residual flow diagram are:
The vertical axis representing the line of the principal channel. Distance from source,
or any other starting point, is measured downwards from the top of the axis.
The horizontal axis representing the flow of the river measured in cumecs or Ml/d.
The flow is separated into three components; the natural flow, artificial flow and the
residual flow. The natural and residual flow are alwayspositive or zero, the artificial
component may be positive or negative.
To obtain the residual flow diagram
Note: This is only available within the CLIMB FROM A LOCATION option.
1. From the detailed analysis options menu either.
Select [Finish residual flows] and return to the analysis options menu, or
Select [Select U/S stretch]. Click on an upstream stretch with the mouse. The
length of river from this stretch to the initialising stretch will be indicated in
red.
(r121\; _ Natural flom
From 5610 2245 to 5712 2106 ft+tidual f irs
Fro• Unnamed
To Unmated
100
200
200
. 3 2 .1 0 .1 .2 .9
Flow a influences (cumecs)
Disbance
doinsbream
(km)
0
Figure 3.9 Residualflow diagram
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2. Specifythe statisticto be used to representthe naturalflow component.
i)	 Usemeanflow.The residualflow is representedby the artificiallyinfluenced
meanflow.
•
ii) Use flow percentile (this may take a very long time to derive). Supply a
valuefor the flowpercentile.
The residual flow diagramwill be displayed(Figure 3.9). A hard copyof the diagrammay
be requested.Alternatively,returnto the [residualflowdiagram]optionandreplot witha new
statistic.
3.5.6 Notes about the stretch
The user can displayand edit additionalinformationregardingthe currentstretch. There is
space for up to 297 characters.
•
To obtain notes on the currently selected stretch
•
From the detailedanalysisoption menuselect [Display& edit notepad].
•
The notesare displayed.Text can be inserted,deletedand edited.To exit press ESC
twice:
•
3.5.7 River name
Within the CLIMBFROM A LOCATIONoption it is possibleto displayand edit the river
name assignedto the networkabovethe currentstretch. The river nameappearson all hard
copy output.
To obtain the river name
1. From the detailedanalysisoptionmenuselect [Rivernaming].
2. The river name is displayedwhich can be editedif required.
3.6 OBTAINING HARD COPY OUTPUT OF DATA FORAN IDENTIFIEDRIVER
STRETCH
Micro LOWFLOWSprovidesa numberof reports aboutthe currentlyselectedriver stretch.
It is possible to outputthe reports to either a printer or a file. If a filenameis supplied, the
extension .MLF is added automatically.It is importantto note that if the filename is used
more than once the subsequentoutputdata sets will overwritethe first. These MLF files are
written to the CAMICROLFSdirectory.
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
To obtain hard copy output
From the river networkmenu select[Hard copyoutput]
Select one of the followingoptions: •
•Print stretch values Print parameterestimatesfor the currentlyselected
stretch.
Supplya title for the printand selectthe required
combinationof stretch attributesto print:
all stretch information •
flow estimatesonly
estimatesand catchmentcharacteristics •
other information
•
Print upstream estimates Print parameterestimatesfor all stretchesupstreamof
the current stretch.
The networkupstreamofthe stretchis plottedand the •
current stretchmarked inred.
•
Note: this can only be selectedwithinthe CLIMB
•FROM A LOCATIONoption.
Print upstreamfeature Print data for all featuresof that typeupstreamof the •
current stretch.
•
Note: this can only be selectedwithinthe CLIMB
FROM A LOCATIONoption. •
Plot network&natural Output the currentlydisplayedportionof the river •
estimates, network, with the naturalestimatedparametersfor the
current stretchand the contentsof the notepad. •
Plot network&influenced Output the currentlydisplayedportionof the river •
estimates network, with the artificiallyinfluencedestimated
parametersfor the currentstretchand the contentsof •
the notepad
•
3.7 MOVING AROUND THE RIVER NETWORK
Micro LOW FLOWS provides various options for movingaround the network to access
informationfor other stretches.
•
i) Within the HYDROMETRICAREAMAPoptionit ispossibleto moveto a different •
part of the map prior to selectinga stretch.
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•
Use this option To do this
•
Finish current hard copy Returnto the river networkdisplay.
•
ii) Havingselected a stretch and obtainedresultsfor that stretch it is possible to move
to a new part of the map and selectanotherstretch.
To roam around the network prior to stretch selection
From the river networkmenuselect[Roamaround network].
Select [Displaya differentpart].
Selectone of the followingoptions:
Use this option
Finishhydrometricarea
Zoomin(with stretches)
Zoomoutto pre-zoominstate
Plot hyd.area boundaries
To do this
Returnto MenuA.
Further magnifya region of the map.The network is
then replottedat the new scale. Manipulatethe display
furtheror selecta new stretchwithin the current
ZOOMINwindow.Once a stretch hasbeen selected the
estimatesgeneratedfor the stretch aredisplayed.
Replotthe displayednetworksas theywere displayed
before the previouszoomin.If only onezoominhas
beenmadethe originalboundariesarereplotted.
Replotthe originalboundariesfor thecurrentlyselected
hydrometricarea.
To roam around the network having already selected a stretch
1. From the river networkmenuselect[Roamaround network].
2. Selectone of the followingoptions:
Use this option To do this
Finishedhydrometricarea Returnto MenuA.
Chooseanother stretch	 Selectanotherstretchfor analysis. Clickon a stretch
withthe mouse.Onceselectedthe parameterestimates
generatedfor that stretchare displayed.
Zoomin(withstretches) Furthermagnifya regionof the mapbyselecting
oppositecomersof a square. The networkis replotted
at the newscale. Manipulatethe displayfurther or
selecta newstretchwithinthe currentZOOMIN
window.Oncea stretchhas been selectedthe estimates
generatedfor the stretchare displayed.
Zoomoutto pre-zoominstate Replotthe networkas it wasbefore thelast zoomin took
place.
•
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•
•
Use this option To do this
Climb from selected stretch
Restore original climb
Replot original boundaries
Plot the river network upstream of the currently selected
stretch. The parameter estimates for the stretch are
displayed.
This option can be used tojump from the
HYDROMETRIC AREA MAP option to the CLIMB
FROM A LOCATION option. A climb from the
currently selected stretch occurs and subsequent menus
operate in the CLIMB FROM A LOCATION mode.
This jump between optionsis one way; to return to the
HYDROMETRIC AREA MAP it is necessary to return
to Menu A the initial menuto reselect the hydrometric
area.
If using the CLIMB FROM A LOCATION option,
replot the network as it was originally displayed when
first selected. The parameter estimates for the initial
stretch are displayed.
If using the HYDROMETRIC AREA MAP option,
replot the original boundaries.
3.8 USING THE FEATURE EDITOR
The Micro LOW FLOWS feature editor allows the user to display and edit the data relating
to features on the currently selected stretch. The followingfeatures can be associated with a
stretch:
Gauging stations
Reservoirs
Abstraction sites
Discharge sites
Spot gauges
Within a hydrometric area there will be a significant numberof abstraction licences, discharge
consents, spot gauging sites and reservoirs. When the river network is initially displayed,
no artificial influences are indicated. Therefore, it is necessary to toggle on the icons. This
is most beneficial following the selection of the ZOOMIN or CLIMB FROM A LOCATION
options.
Features are indicated on the display map by coloured icons.It is possible to control the way
in which these icons appear.
i) When the hydrometric area is selected, the user is also given the option to select the
feature icons to be displayed within that area. Bydefault gauging stations are always
selected but the other features to be displayed canbe selected by entering Y or N
against each feature.
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•


ii) The user can also turn on/off the displayof all feature iconsby selecting [Toggle
markerson/off] from analysisoptionmenu.•
The followingproceduresexplainthe editingfacilitiesin detail.Note thatthe proceduresfor
abstractionand dischargesites are differentfrom the other typesof feature.Each site has to
be linked to a licenceand in order to edit the site data you must first accessthe licence.
To set the edit password
The edit password is set outsideof Micro LOWFLOWSby running SETPASS. The user
is promptedto enter a four digit numberfor the password. This numbercan be updatedat
any time by runningSETPASS.
To edit existing gauging stations, reservoirs or spot gauges
1. From the detailedanalysisoptionmenuselect[Considerfeature].
If no featuresof this typeexiston the stretchthe userwill be askedto add a newone
or to abandonthe action.
•
2. Select [Considerexistingfeature].
The dataheldon the featureis displayedin the panel.Move thecursorto the relevant
item and enter the new value. Press ESC to finishedits.
•
3. Selectone of the followingoptions:
Use this option To do this
• Continue Updatethe featurearchiveand continue.
•
If there is more than one feature of thistype proceed
to step 4, otherwisereturnto the analysisoptions
menu.
• Move to new location Movethe featureto a newlocationonthe map. Click
on the newlocationwith the mouseandthen confirm
the action.The feature is moved to the new location
and you returnto the analysisoptionsmenu.
Delete from archive Deletethe featurefrom the archive. Confirmthe
action. The feature is removedfrom the stretch and
you returnto the analysisoptions menu.
•
•
•
•
•
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•
4. Select one of the following options:
Use this option
End feature on this stretch
Next feature on stretch
Previous feature on stretch
To do this
Return to the analysis options menu.
Display the next feature on the stretch (if there is one).
Display the previous feature on the stretch (if there is
one).
To add new gauging stations, reservoirs or spot gauges to the stretch
I. From the analysis options menu select [Consider feature].
Select [Add a new feature].
With the mouse, select the point on the current stretch where the new feature is to
be located. The feature icon is shown in yellow.
Note that these features will be assigned a position on the stretch. Reservoirs are
always considered to lie at the downstream end of a stretch, and any other features
on the stretch are deemed to be upstream of the reservoir.
Enter the data relating to the feature in the data panel.
To edit existing abstraction or discharge sites
Select [Consider feature].
If no abstraction or discharge licences exist on thestretch the user will be asked to
add a new one or to abandon the action.
Select [Consider licences on stretch].
If the stretch has more than one licence associated with it a list of the licence numbers
will be displayed. The user may scroll through thelicences, and the sites belonging
to the licence are shown yellow. Select the one you want to edit. If the stretch has
only one licence this is selected automatically.
The licence information is displayed in the panel andcan be edited as required. Press
ESC to finish edits.
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• Removelicence& its sites Deletethe licenceand its sites. Youhave to confirm
the action.The licenceand its sites are removedfrom
the stretchand the user returns to analysisoptions
menu.
•
4. Selectone of the followingoptions:
•
Use this option To do this
Continue Updatethe archiveand continue.Proceedto step 5.
Move site to new location Movethe site to a new locationon themap. You can
either specifya grid referenceor clickon the new
locationwith the mouse.The site is movedto the new
locationand you return to analysisoptionsmenu
detailedand is optionsmenu.
Deletesite from archive Deletethe site fromthe archive. Confirmthe action.
The site is removedfrom the stretchand you return to
analysisoptionsmenu.
•
• 5.Select one of the followingoptions:
•
Use this option To do this
•
End sites for licence
Next site for licence
Returnto step 3.
Displaythe next site for the licence(if there is one).
• Previoussite for licence Displaythe previoussite for the licence(if there is
one).
• To add new abstraction or discharge sites to an existing licence
•
I. From analysisoptionsmenuselect [Considerfeature].Detailedandoptionsmenu.
•
Select [Considerlicenceson stretch].
If the stretchhas more than one licenceassociatedwith it you seea list of the licence
numbers will be displayed. It is possibleto scroll through the licences. The sites
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Select one of the following options:
Use this option To do this
Finishedwith this licence Returnto step 2.
Considersites for licence Examinethe sitesassociatedwith thelicence. Select
[Considerexistingsite]. The informationfor the first
site is displayedandcan be edited. Whenfinished
proceedto step 4.
belonging to the licence are shown yellow. Select the appropriate licence. If the
stretch has only one licence this is selected automatically.
Select [Consider sites for licence].
Select [Add a new site].
Specify the location of the site. You can either specifya grid reference or point to the
location with the mouse
Enter the appropriate data for the site. When you have finished you are returned to
analysis options menu.
To add new abstraction or discharge sites to a new licence
From analysis options menu select [Consider feance].
Select [Add a new licence].
Enter the details for the licence.
Specify the location of the site and confirm the site is correct; when all details have
been entered the user is returned to analysis options menu.
Note that the alteration of an abstraction, discharge or reservoir results in an immediate
update of the influence on all stretches downstream of the feature.
3.9 FORMAT OF EDIT PANELS
This section describes the format of the feature edit panels. Example data panels are shown
with explanations of the data items. If the edit password was correctly entered, it is possible
to edit the contents of the panel by moving the cursor to the relevant item and entering the
required edit; press Esc to finish the edit.
Micro LOW FLOWS treats negative values and blanks as missing data.
3.9.1 Gauging stations
Gauging station data is displayed in a single edit panel.
Gauging station number 26005
Easting 5135
Northing 4677
Start year of flow record 1981
End year of flow record 1991
Area(km2) 240.00
Mean flow (cumecs) .192
Q95(1)(cumece) -1.000
MAM(7)(cumecs) .004
Gauging station edit panel
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where:
Data item Comments
Start year
End year
Area
MF
Q95
MAM (7)
Start year of record
End year of record
Catchment area km'
Recorded mean flow m' r' or Mld-'
Daily flow exceeded 95% of the time m' s-' or Mld-'
Mean annual 7 day minimum m' r' or Mid'
The shaded items cannot be edited.
3.9.2 Reservoirs
Reservoir data is displayed in two edit panels.
Reservoir number 540035
Grid reference 8E828427
Type of reservoir 18
Date of impoundment 1891
Total area (km2) 94.25
Natural area (3m2) 73.7
Gross capacity (1112) 59700.
Net capacity (m2) 55148.


MF recorded (M1d-5


MF estimated (M1d-5 309.98
Compcode 8
Compensation flow (M1d-') 22.7
Natural yield (M1d-1) 207.3
(a) Reservoir information edit panel
Monthly releases
Jan .864
Feb .864
Dec .864
(b) Reservoir release values edit panel
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where:
Data item Comments
Type of reservoir
Date of impoundment
Total area
Natural area
Gross capacity
Net capacity
MF recorded
MF estimated
Compcode
Compensation flow
Natural yield
Monthly releases
Indicates primary function:
1 Hydroelectric with compensation
2 Hydroelectric with no compensation
3 Compensation only
4 Supply and compensation
19 Supply only
16 Pumped storage
18 Regulating
Date of impoundment of the reservoir (year)
Total area draining to dam (km2)
Natural catchment area (km2)
Gross reservoir capacity (&)
Net reservoir capacity (0)
Recorded daily flow at dam (m3s-' or M1c1-1)
Estimated mean flow at dam (m3s- or Mid')
Release policy category:
0 Constant discharge 7 days/week
1 Constant discharge 6 days/week
2 Seasonally varying releases
3 Seasonally varying releases & freshnets and/or
block grant allowance
4 Constant discharge & freshnets or block grant
5 Constant discharge over variable period
6 Constant discharge which varies weekly/daily
7 Constant discharge from 1 or more reservoirs
8 Variable discharge based on natural flow
10-18 As above but for maintained flow downstream
19 Seasonally varying releases and constant
maintained flow downstream
Compensation flow (in' s-1 or Mld-')
Net yield after compensation (m' s-1 or Mld-')
12 monthly release flows
The shaded items cannot be edited.
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3.9.3 Abstraction sites
Each abstraction site (for both surface water and groundwater abstractions) has an overall
licence edit panel and two site edit panels.
Abstraction licence:
IH number 260002 Type S
NRA number:
Licence holder:
Date of issue: 1994
Revocation date: 1995
Number of sites: 3
TOTALS Annual Daily
(cumecs)
Licenced Abstraction: 1.000 .100
Actual Abstraction: 1.000 .100
Abstraction licence edit panel
where:
Data item
Type
NRA number
Licence holder
Date of issue
Revocation date
Total licenced abstraction -
annual
Total licenced abstraction -
daily
Total actual abstraction -
annual
Total actual abstraction -
daily
Comments
Indicates (S) surface or (G) ground water licence (NB
type of licence needs to be entered upper case)
NRA licence number
Name and address of licence holder (max 28 chars)
Date of issue of licence (year)
• Revocation date of licence (year)
Ztn
Total licenced annual quantity (m3 s-1)
Total licenced daily quantity (m'
Total actual annual quantity (m3 s-')
Total actual daily quantity (m' s-`)
The shaded items cannot be edited.
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IH abstraction number 260002 Site 1
Heating 4881 Northing 4422
Name:
GW unit CH Stream dist. 183.37
S= .010 T= .020 %return 3.
MEP: .040 Thresh.(cumecs) .050
Max.Lic.annual .060 daily .070
Purpose Lic.annual Lic.daily dates
	
(cumecs) (mths)
SI .050 .005 1 2
(a) Abstraction licence/location panel
Monthly Values
	
Actual Predicted
Site Licence Site
(cumecs)
Jan .010 .011 .012
Dec .040 .040 .000
(b) Abstraction return and predicted values edit panel
Site:
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•
•
•
where:
Dataitem Comments
•
•
Name
tW unit
Nameof site
Groundwaterunit if applicable(groundwaterlicenceonly):
CH Chalk
UG Upper Greensand
LGLower Greensand
JLJurassic Limestones
TSPermotriassic Sandstone
ML MagnesiumLimestone
CLCarboniferous Limestone
SGSands and Gravels
'S Storativity(%) (groundwaterlicenceonly)
1' Transmissivity(ms-l) (groundwaterlicenceonly)
%return Percentagereturn if applicable
MRF Minimumrequired flow
Thresh. Thresholdflow
Max.lic.annual Max licencedannualabstractionrate for site
Max lic. daily Max licenceddaily abstractionrate for site
—Purpose Indicatesabstractionpurpose:
SI Spray irrigation
CO Coolingwater
IP Industrialprocessing
PS Publicwater supply
BW BritishWaterways
GA Generalagriculture
PW Privatewater undertaking
FF Fish farming
MD Minedrainage
UD Undefmed
(NBuse uppercaseletters)
—Lic.annual Licencedmaximumannualabstractionrate for purpose(m' r')
—Lic.daily Licencedmaximumdaily abstractionrate for purpose(m3s-')
—Dates Authorisedstart and finishmonthsof abstractionfor purpose
Month actual site Actualmonthl abstractedquantit for the site (rn's-l)
•
The shaded itemscannotbe edited.
Values are required for groundwater sites only. Default values are used in thc absence of data here See'editing
the global parameters'.
Values are required for the abstraction to be included in calculations.
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3.9.4 Discharge sites
Each discharge site has an overall licence edit panel and a site edit panel.
Discharge consent:
IH discharge number: 260001 Type
NRA number:
Licence holder:
Date of issue: 1992
Review date: 1994
Number of sites: 1
Consented ay. discharge (cumecs): 1.000
Consented max. discharge (cumecs): 1.000
Population equivalent: 30000.
Discharge licence edit panel
where:
Dataitem Comments
ISte
Type Consent type
CS Crude sewage
Screened sewage
SS Settled sewage
TS Treated sewage
SW Storm water overflow
MD Mine drainage
CW Cooling water
FE Farm effluent
TE Trade effluent
FF Fish farm effluent
NRA number
Licence holder
Date of issue
Review date
rtm wawiesp
Consented ay. discharge
Consented max. discharge
Population equivalent
NRA consent number
Name and address of consent holder
Consent issue date
Consent review date
14111111=6.--
Consented average discharge rate (m3s-')
Consented maximum discharge rate (m3s-')
Population equivalent
The shaded items cannot be edited.
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Site:
IH discharge number 260001 Site 1
Easting 4857 Northing 4444
Name:
Receiving river:
Consented ay. discharge (cumecs): .050
Consented max. discharge. (cumecs): .050
Measured DWF (cumecs) .060


Monthly values
ActualPredicted
(cumecs)
Jan .100 .06
Feb .100 .06
Mar .100 .06
Apr .100 .06
May .100 .06
Jun .100 .06
Jul


.06
Aug


.06
Sep


.06
Oct


.06
Nov


.06
Dec


.06
Discharge site information panel
where:
Data item Comments
Name
Receiving river
Consented ay. discharge
Consented max. discharge
'Measured DWF
'Monthly actual
Name of site
Receiving river
Average discharge rate for site (m3 s-)
Consented maximum discharge rate (in' s-')
Dry weather flow (m'
Actual monthly discharge (m' s-)
The shaded items cannot be edited.
• Actual monthly discharge on measured DWF are required for the discharge to be considered in the calculations.
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44
4
4
4
4
IP
ID
41
IP
40
40
IP
411
ID
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
3.9.5 Spot gauges
Spot gauge data is displayed in a single edit panel.
IH Spot gauge number: 260063
Eaeting: 4870
Northing: 4447
TOWTHORPE BECK NURSERY BRD
Date Time Flow Pcntl. Info.
(cumece)
FDC?
820902 11.30 .013 STEADY N
820806 8.45 .014 STEADY N
820723 11.45 .018 STEADY N
820708 13.00 .020 STEADY N
820624 10.15 .053 STEADY N
820610 9.50 .028 STEADY N
Spot gauges edit panel
3.10 BULKLOADING FEATURE DATA
Micro LOW FLOWS has the facility for loading feature data from an ASCII file. This
provides an alternative to using the feature editor for enteringdata into the database. The data
has to be organised into datasets of the same feature type and same hydrometric area. A
separate file is required for each dataset. The format for these datasets is described below.
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where:
Comments
'
etWO
Two lines of user definedtext
Date of reading (YYMMDD)
Time of reading (HH.MM)
Measured flow (n0 s-1)
Percentile assigned to flow
Reference text
Y or N flag for incorporation into flow duration curve
scatterplot.
Data item
Text
Date
Time
Flow
Local reference
FDC?
The shaded items cannot be edited.
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To bulkload a dataset
1.	 From MenuA select [Bulkloaddatafrom a file]. Enterthe filenameof the datasetto
be loaded.
•
2. Select one of the following options:


Use this option To do this
•
Exit Returnto Menu A.
•
Replace allfeature data Remove the existing datasetfor the featureand replace
already loaded with the new dataset.
Append data forfeature Appendthe new datasetto the existingdataset for the
already loaded feature.
•
Micro LOW FLOWSchecksthe datasetfor errorsandany thatarefound are logged
to a file called LOADLOG.MLF.All errorsneed to be correctedbefore the dataset
can be loaded.
If no errorsare found then the loading process begins. This cantake several hours!
A summary of the data being loaded will appearin the displaypanel. When it has
finished the user is returnedto Menu A.
3. It is now necessaryto performa 'tumble' operationto rebuildtheinfluence profiles
with the new data. From MenuA select [Initiatea tumbleto updateinfluences].
Note: If severaldatasetsareto be loaded, all the loadingshouldbeundertakenbefore
selecting the tumbleoperation.
3.10.1 Format of feature datasets
• This section gives the formatof each featuredataset.The following generalrules apply:
•

 Datasets have to be of the same featuretype andsame hydrometricarea.
•

 A separatefile is requiredfor each dataset.
•



Characterfields mustbe delimitedby NEWLINE. Numericfields canbe delimited by
SPACE, COMMA Or NEWLINE.
All fields mustbe filled. Unassignedcharacterfields mustbe blank,and unassigned
numerical fields mustbe enteredas —999.
v) The 6-digit grid reference, 4-digit grid reference and National Grid reference are
accepted.
vi) Flow data is expected in m' s-1.
•
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•
•
Gauging stations
GAUG/NG STATIONS
26
26001
West Beck at Waneford Bridge
506445 455925
2.512 .695 .507
999.000 192.000
1953.000 1974.000
1
26002
Hull at Hempholme Locke
507865 449947
3.637 .877 .552
999.000 378.100
1961 1991
1
The dataset format is as follows:
Feature type = "GAUGING STATIONS"
Hydrometric area number
Gauging station records
Each gauging station record has the following format:
I. Gauging station number
32-character name
32-character description
Grid reference
MF
MAM(7)
Q95(1)
Q50 (Not generally used)
Area
Start year
End year
End of station marker = —1
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 ID
Reservoirs
ID
RESERVOIRS
27
John O'Gaunte
27206
5 422103 454639
3. 1890. -999. .079 -999.
10
-999. 555. .035 3.
999. -999. -999. 851. 450.
1. -999. 3. -999. 5. -999. 7.ID
-999. 9. -999. 11. -999.
1
5 Beaverdyke
27006
422824 454569ID 4. 1836. -999. -999. O.
.004 555. .035 3.
ID 2.75 -999. -999. 851. 450.
1. -999. 3. -999. 5. -999. 7.
10
-999. 9. -999. 11. -999.
-1
•
The datasetformat is as follows:
ID 1. Feature type = "RESERVOIRS"
2. Hydrometricarea number
3. Reservoirrecords
Each reservoir record has the followingformat:
1. Reservoirname
2. Reservoirnumber
5 3. Grid reference
4. Type of reservoir
5 5. Date of impoundment
6. Total area
ili 7. Naturalyield
8. Compcode
9. Compensationflow
10. Net capacity
11. MF estimated
12. Authority(Not used)
13. Naturalarea
14. Gross capacity
15. MF recorded
16. SAAR(Not used)
17. AE (Not used)
18. Twelvemonthlyreleasevalues
19. End of reservoir marker = -1
•
•
•
•
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•
•
Abstraction sites
ABSTRACTIONS
26
NRA NUMBER
NRA HOLDER
1968 1972
2
10. 5.
10.1 5.1
-1
505200 439000
First site
Gwul
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9
1. 1.1 1.2
SI 1.01 1.02 1 12
CO 1.11 1.12 2 12
IP 1.21 1.22 3 12
PS 1.31 1.32 4 12
BW 1.41 1.42 5 12
GA 1.51 1.52 6 12
PW 1.61 1.62 7 12
FF 1.71 1.72 8 12
MD 1.81 1.82 9 12
UD 1.91 1.92 10 12
-1
505300 440000
Second site
Gwul
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
- 999. 7.
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9
1. -999. 1.2
SI 1.01 1.02 1 12
MD 1.11 1.12 2 12
CO 1.21 1.22 3 12
PS 1.31 1.32 4 12
BW 1.41 1.42 5 12
The dataset format is as follows:
Feature type = "ABSTRACTIONS"
Hydrometric area number
Abstractionlicence records
Each abstraction licence record has the following format:
16-character NRA number
28-character Licence holder
Type (G for ground, or S for surface)
Date of issue
Revocation date
Number of sites
Total licenced annual abstraction
Total licenced daily abstraction
Total actual annual abstraction
Total actual daily abstraction
End of licence marker = -1
Abstractionsites records
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*0
0
Each abstraction site record has the following format:
I. Grid reference
2. 28-character Name of site
3. GW unit, if applicable (blank if not)
CH Chalk
UG Upper Greensand
LG Lower Greensand
JL Jurassic Limestones
TS Perrnotriassic Sandstone
ML Magnesium Limestone
CL Carboniferous Limestone
SG Sands and Gravels
4. Storativity
5. Transmissivity,
%return
7. Minimum required flow
8. Threshold flow
9. Maximum licenced annual abstraction
10. Maximum licenced daily abstraction
11. Twelve monthly returns for the site
12. Abstractionsitepurpose records
13. End of site marker = —1
Each abstraction site purpose record has the following format:
1. Purpose:
SI Spray irrigation
CO Cooling water
IP Industrial processing
PS Public water supply
BW British Waterways
GA General agriculture
PW Private water undertaking
FF Fish farming
MD Mine drainage
UD Undefined
2. Licenced maximum annual abstraction rate for purpose
3. Licenced maximum daily abstraction rate for purpose
0 4. Start monthEnd month
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•
Discharge sites
.6 .7 .8 .9 1. 1.1 1.2
.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1. 1.1
DISCHARGES
26
NRA NUMBER
NRA HOLDER
SS
1968 1972
2
5. 10.
10000.
1
505200 439000
First site
First river
1. 2. 3.
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5
1
505300 440000
Second site
Second river
1. 2. 3.
.1 -999. .3 .4
1
1.2
The dataset format is as follows:
Feature type = "DISCHARGES"
Hydrometric area number
Discharge licence records
Each discharge licence record has the following format.
16-character NRA consent number
28-character Licence holder
Consent type:
CS Crude sewage
Screened sewage
SS Settled sewage
TS Treated sewage
SW Storm water overflow
MD Mine drainage
CW Cooling water
FE Farm effluent
TE Trade effluent
FF Fish farm effluent
Date of issue
Review date
Number of sites
Consented average discharge rate
Consented maximum discharge rate
Population equivalent.
End of licence marker = -1
Discharge site records
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Each discharge site record has the following format:
Grid reference
28-character Name of site
20-character Receiving river
Average discharge rate
Consented max.
Dry weather flow
Twelve actual monthly discharges for the site
End of site marker = —1
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Spot gauges
SPOTGAUGES
26
	
515100. 448200.
1
CATFOSS BECK
U/S STW
811021 .000 -999. -999.
-1
	
505300. 439100.
6
BEVERLEY G.SKIDBY DRAIN
STW
810813 10.150 .044 -999.
STEADY



810709 10.150 .177 -999.
STEADY



810626 11.300 .128 -999.
STEADY



810611 11.300 .132 -999.
STEADY



810529 11.300 .162 -999.
STEADY



810415 11.000 .178 -999.
STEADY



-1
The file format is as follows:
Feature type = "SPOTGAUGES"
Hydrometric area number
Spot gauge records
Each spot gauge record has the following format:
I. Grid reference
Number of readings
32-character name
32-character description
Spot gauge readings
End of spotgauge marker = —1
Each spot gauge reading has the following format:
Date of reading
Time of reading
Measured flow
Percentile
12-character Reference text
Y or N flag to indicate inclusion (or not) in the scatterplot
50
•
•
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11
11
11
11
IP
3.11EDITING THE GLOBAL PARAMETERS
3.11.1 Abstraction parameters
PurposePercentage
Uptake Factor
(0-100)
SI Spray Irrigation58
CO Cooling Water25
IP Industrial Proc23
PS Public Supply65
BW British Waterway50
GA Gen. Agriculture28
PW Private Water50
FF Fish Farming55
MD Mine Drainage50
UD Undefined78
Minimum Monthly
Factor

0.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
41 Abstraction parameters edit panel
These parameters define the percentage uptake factors and minimum monthlyfactors for each
abstraction licence purpose. They are used for predicting return values for abstraction
licences. The uptake factor represents the average percentage of the authorised quantity
actually abstracted for each purpose. The percentage uptake may also vary throughout the
year, therefore the minimum monthly factor represents the lowest fraction of the monthly
abstraction which is taken up. Therefore, a minimum monthly factor of 1 indicates that the
predicted licensed volume is constant over the licensed period for the purpose. Otherwise the
predicted volume will be assumed to distributed over the seasons as a triangle with the peak
assumed to occur in the middle of the period. When [Display/Edit abstraction parameters] is
selected from Menu A the current values are displayed. If these values are changed then
Micro LOW FLOWS has to tumble down all the hydrometric areas to rebuild the influence
profiles with the new predicted values.
•
Aquifer parameters
•
11
11
41
ID
ID
AquiferTransmissivity
unitm/s
(.00001-.3)
CH chalk .01
UG Upper Ground.01
LG Lower Ground.01
JL Jurassic Limestones.01
TS Permotriassic Sandstone .1
MI.Magnesium Limestone .01
CL Carboniferous Limestone .01
SG Sands and Gravels .01
Aquifer parameters edit panel
Storativity
percent
(.1-10)
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
(8)
These parameters define the default values of Transmissivity and Storativity for principal
aquifer units. When [Display/Edit aquifer parameters] is selected the current values are
displayed. If any of these values are changed Micro LOW FLOWS has to tumble down all
the hydrometric areas to rebuild the influence profiles with the new groundwater influences.
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4. Micro LOW FLOWS Tutorial
Micro LOW FLOWS incorporatesa Thtorial module which allows the user to become
familiar with the software througha structuredexamplebasedon the River Chelmer. The
tutorial module contains the entire river networkfor DrainageArea 37, with test databases
of artificial influences comprising 2 abstractions, 1 discharge consent, 1 spotgauge, 1
reservoir and all gauging stationsalreadyloadedfor the Chelmercatchment.
The databases are also held in directoryC:\TUTORIAL\SYSTEMincompressedbackupfile
called ORIGINAL.ZIP. This enablesthe user to restore the original data at any stage by
typing PKUNZIP -0 ORIGINALin that directory.
These artificial influenceshave beeninventedto demonstratethe impacton the flow regimes
and in no way reflect the policy or intentionof the NationalRivers Authority or other
concerned bodies.
4.1 STARTINGMICROLOWFLOWS
From directory CATUTORIAL, start Micro LOW FLOWS by typing TUTORIAL.
Throughout the software there are clear instructionson theMESSAGEline at the bottomof
the screen. To select an optionfrom a menu, press the up-arrowanddown-arrowkeys until
the required option is highlightedin black.
Enter a password for editingto be allowed.This is 1111for the TUTORIAL.If you press
ESC. or an incorrect password, the databasecan be interrogatedbut not altered.
Now select either [Temporarysession]or [Livesession].If a temporarysession is selected,
a copy of the current databaseis madeandat the endof thesessionthisis restored. However,
copying the databases may take some considerabletime. A live sessionretains any edits
made.
A panel with multiple choices is displayed.Selecting[Exit]terminatesthe session and if it
was temporary, the original data base is restored.
4.2 MOVING AROUNDTHENETWORK
Select [Low Flow Analysis] to enter the main part of the package. A suggested route to
follow is to select [Climb from a location] followed by [River name].Choosethe river
Chelmer (number 40 on the secondpageof river names)andselect markersto be displayed
by setting all influencesto Y.
Wait a few momentswhilethe networkis plotted(Figure4.1).Onlygaugingstationswill be
marked at this point.
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2960 	
2900 ,
2240
Gauging gambler'
	
A Resorvoir El /*marmot ion
	
Disoharge A Spob gauge 
 Natural estmts. at stretch
Grid reference TL711067
Line ID (LID) 533
Area (sq.km.) 190.000
SAAR(41-70)(mm/yr) 600
Actual evap(mm/yr) 479
MF (cumecs) .724 e= .516
095(cumecs) .177 e= .138
MAM7(cumecs) .196 e= .154
095 (ztlF) 24.39 e= 1.88
11AM7(v.MF) 27.13 e= 2.41
User MF n.a. e= n.a.
2180-
2120
2060 	
5560562056805740
wilittattliEr •
Figure 4.1 The River Chelmer network
Turn on the influence marker icons by selecting [More on current stretch] and then [Toggle
markers on/off]. The location of the artificial influences are now displayed. Zoom in to
magnify the area of interest.
Select [Finish current display] followed by [Roam the network] and [Zoom in with stretches].
Choose a zoom-in window by clicking the mouse at two opposite corners of the square of
interest e.g. at grid references 5740,2120 and 5602,2240.
Select a stretch by moving the curser to the appropriate point and click on it with the mouse;
the selected stretch will turn red and the natural estimates for that stretch will be displayed.
By selecting [More on current stretch] then [Toggle markers on/off] you can turn on the icons
again. Select [Finished with this stretch] and then [Roam about network].
4.3 INVESTIGATING THE IMPACT OF ABSTRACTIONS
Select [Choose another stretch] and select a stretch where an abstraction licence exists, e.g.
at grid reference 5630,2220. This stretch will be highlighted red for as long as it is the
current stretch.
For the first investigation it is probably unwise to alter anything even if the password is set.
Select [Consider abstractions]. Guidance through the ensuing menus andpanels is provided
by messages at the bottom of the screen.
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Select [Consider licences]. The icon for the abstraction turns yellow, and the licence data is
displayed. All the data in this display is for information only except 'Type' which is set to
'S' for surface water abstractions in this case (Figure 4.2).
224-0
x Onus ns sbabion
Rum•noir fibmbrnoblIH number 370002
81234
Type S
DIsohar9. a Spot, s•u( NRA number
Licence holder:
Farmer farmer
Date of issue: 1992
Revocationdate:
Number of sites: 1
2210
2180
TOTALS Annual Daily
(sumacs)
Licence& abstract ion .0500 .0500
Actual abstraction .0500 .0500
2150
2120
5610 5640 5670 5700
Figure 4.2 Abstractionlicencedatafor site
Select [Consider sites], followed by [Consider existing sites]. The icon at the site turns red
and the site data is displayed. This site is licenced for spray irrigation (purpose SI) with an
annual extraction rate of .005 m' s' from June to September (months 6 and 9). Press ESC
to get the monthly data. No actual data is loaded so predicted values are calculated from the
uptake and multiplier factors (see 'editing the global parameters').
Predicted extractions are.


Monthly Values
ActualLicenced
Siteso far
(cumecs)
Predicted
Site
Jan o. O.
Feb 0. O.
Mar O. O.
Apr O. O.
May O. O.
Jun
-.00435 -.00435
Jul
-.0130 -.0130
Aug
-.0130 -.0130
Sep
-.00435 -.00435
Oct O. 0.
Nov O. O.
Dec O. O.
Abstraction licence and predicted valuesedit panel
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Press ESC followed by [Continue], [Finish with this licence] and [Finish with abstractions].
Note that there are no influences upstream of this abstraction so the net effect of it on the
flow regime is simple.
Select [Display influenced estimates] to view the impact of the abstraction on the flow
estimates (Figure 4.3), the ESC to return to the [More on current stretch] menu.
Select [Influenced flow duration curve] followed by [Flow duration curve]. The estimated
natural flow duration curve is plotted together with the influenced curve (Figure 4.4). Note
that the influenced curve is below the natural curve and the Q95 is reduced from .064 to .055
s-I. Interpolate some other percentile flows by selecting [Flow from percentile]. Also,
identify the exceedence probabilities for other flows using [percentiles from flow]. A
hardcopy of the plot including the requested flows/percentiles can be obtained by selecting
the output device appropriate to your installation.
Now repeat the exercise for a stretch downstream of the other abstraction to show the effect
of accumulation of abstractions. Note that this is a groundwater abstraction and requires an
aquifer unit (GWU) to be supplied, and in this example is 'CH' for chalk. The 'Storativity'
and 'Transmissivity' for chalk are taken from the default 'Aquifer parameters' (See 'editing
global parameters'). The abstraction is for Public Supply (PS) which occurs all year round
(months 1 and 12). Predicted abstractions for this licence are —0.064 m' s in each month.
224-0
x Gavel n3
O Ronsoolr
o Di sohar90
sbabl on
Abthreoblon
Spob san• Influenced Estimatem
Feasting5632
Northing2221
LID563
nflcumecs).295
895(cumecs).0552
nAn7lcumecsl.0474eno


ntln(7)Nett Influence
(cumecs)


Jan .329 .0


Feb .358 .0


Mar .327 .0


Apr .205 .0


nay .156 .0


Jun .0747 —.00435


Jul .0477 —.01305


Aug .0474 —.01305


Sep .0667 —.00435


Oct .0898 .0


Nov .159 .0
5700 5790Dec .215 .0
2150
2220
561056405670
Figure4.3 Influencedflow statistics
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Figure 4.4 Influenced flow duration curve
4.4 INVESTIGATING THE IMPACT OF DISCHARGES
By selecting the stretch with the discharge located at approximately 5670,2210 and stepping
through the displays in exactly the same way as for the abstractions detailed above, you will
see that the discharge has actual values of .01 in3s' every month. There are no influences
upstream of this discharge so the direct effect of it on the regime can be investigated.
Now select a stretch downstream of the confluence to investigatethe effect of the accumulated
influences.
4.5 USING SPOT GAUGING DATA
To examine the spotgauge data, select the stretch where spot gauging has been undertaken (at
approximately 5660,2200) and select [Consider spot gauges]. T'he flow readings at given dates
and times are shown. If the corresponding percentile exceedence is supplied and is considered
suitable for inclusion in the flow duration scatter plot, 'Y' appears in the final column
(Figure 4.5). Exit from spotgauges by selecting [Finished spotgauges] and select [Influenced
flow duration curve]. The scatterplot of spot gauge readings can be superimposed on the
estimated curves for this stretch (Figure 4.6).
N.Lu,,,t.rt w
.._Influenced flow
Eebimabed flow durabion curve
Estimated values
Easting 5632
Northing 2221
HF nat.(cmcs) .29804
HF influenced .29514
095 nat. (aims) .064143
095 influenced .055236
a
.01 .1D 1.00 20.00 50.00 50.Da 55.04 95.50
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Gauge number 370001 Page 1
Grid reference TL665204
Total number of readings 5
Cbelmer spot gauge
U/S STW


Date Time Flow Pcntl.Info.FDC?
mimeos


840626 11.15 .390 30. STEADY


820709 10.15 .320 SO. STEADY


810113 10.15 .160 90. STEADY


800611 10.15 .530 20. STEADY



610529 11.35 .350 40. STEADY
5620 5680 5740 5800 5860


Figure4.5 Spot gauges
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Figure4.6 Spot gaugedata superimposedon theflow durationcurve
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4.6 INVESTIGATING THE IMPACT OF RESERVOIRS
What happens to these influenced estimates and flow duration curves on the stretch with the
reservoir? Find out by clicking on the stretch containing the reservoir. The monthly releases
can be viewed by selecting [Consider reservoirs]. In the example they are all .1 n? s". Select[Influenced flow duration curve] and notice that the influenced curve is a straight line at
.1 m' s (Figure 4.7). Selecting [Display influenced estimates] will confirm that this is
because the natural flow profile at the reservoir site and theeffect of all upstream abstractions
and discharges have been replaced by the reservoir releaseprofile.
Figure 4.7 Flow duration curve at reservoir site
4.7 THE RESIDUAL FLOW DIAGRAM
To investigate the residual flow diagram, choose a stretch downstream of all the influences
and select [Residual flow diagram] from the [More on current stretch] menu. Select an
upstream stretch using the mouse. The main channel connecting the chosen upstream and
downstream stretches is shown in red. After a pause options of [mean flow] or [flow
percentile] are offered. Choose the mean flow option to startwith (flow percentile is slow as
there are a lot of calculations to do).
A plot of the stream profile of the natural flow together v,ithartificial flows and the net (or
residual flow) is displayed with the X-axis showing lengthdownstream and the Y-axis the
flows (Figure 4.8). The points where the abstractions, discharge, reservoir and adjoining
tributary join the main channel are evident. A hardcopy of this can be obtained. Notice that
the tributary thelmerette' is named.
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Figure 4.8 The residualflow diagramfor selectedstretch
4.8 NAMING RIVER STRETCHES
To investigate the naming of the rivers, choose a stretch of interest at a confluence and select
[River naming]. Two names appear, one is the name of the current stretch and the second is
the name of any adjoining stretch at a confluence. If the current stretch is renamed, all
stretches upstream bearing the original name will also be renamed to the new name. It is also
possible to 'Unnamed' the stretch if preferred.
4.9 EDITING THE DATA
Now is probably a good time to try editing some data values to see how the influences affect
the profiles downstream of them, therefore return to the main menu to continue.
Some of the other options are explained here in the following sections.
The [Set flow units] option offers the user a choice between rn3s' and Mid' as working
units, and similarly [Set grid reference system] offers a choice of grid reference units.
Change these as required.
In order to predict surface water abstraction rates in the absence of actual data, Micro LOW
FLOWS uses uptake factors and minimum monthly factors. The uptake factor represents the
average percentage of the licenced quantity actually abstracted. For example, if the uptake
Distance
domnsbream
(km)
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factor is assumed to be 100%, then the full licensed quantity is taken, e.g. for spray
irrigation. An uptake factor of 50% could indicate that onlyhalf the licence is taken or that
some water is returned (unless covered by a separate discharge consent), therefore the net
impact of the abstraction is only 50%, e.g. for Cooling Water.
The uptake may vary throughout the year, therefore the minimum monthly factor represents
the lowest uptake in any month (expressed as a fraction rather than a percentage). These
factors can be viewed and altered (if password permission given), by selecting [Display/edit
abstraction parameters].
Similarly the storativity and transmissivity parameters, used to predict the impact of
groundwater abstractions in the absence of measured abstraction rates for groundwater sites,
can be viewed and altered by selecting [Display/edit aquifer parameters] (see 'editing the
global parameters'). If any these parameters are altered the artificially influenced low flow
estimates need to be recalculated, therefore a reminder to 'tumble' the data is issued.
Select [Bulkload data from a file] investigate the option to load files of artificial influence
data. Datasets of abstraction, discharge, reservoir and spotgauge data have been supplied in
files ABSTUT.DAT, DISTUT.DAT, SPOTUT.DAT, and RESTUT.DAT respectively (note,
no gauging stations supplied). If the abstraction, discharge or reservoir data are bulk loaded,
a reminder to 'tumble' the data is issued in order to incorporate the new information.
Select [Initiate tumble to update influences] if the warning message 'Need to tumble' appears.
Only do this when all bulkloading and parameter changes have been done. It is not necessary
if online edits have been made to individual sites as the influence is updated in situ. Tumbling
takes some time. The program calculates the effect of the influences loaded on all
stretches downstream of them, meanwhile displaying a plot of the network which slowly turns
red as the stretches are dealt with.
A log file LOADLOG.MLF records all transactions.
60
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ARTIFICIALLY INFLUENCED CATCHMENTS
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Estimating artificially influenced flows
using Micro LOW FLOWS V2.1
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Estimating Artificially Influenced Flows using
Micro LOW FLOWS V2.1
• 1. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
Due to the pressures of increased demand for water, a new impounding reservoir is to be constructed
in the catchment of the River Trump above the town of Trurnpton in Hydrometric Area 37;
illustrated in Figure 1. Trumpton is sited some distance below the confluence of the Trump and the
Trumpette (Geddit!). A few kilometres downstream of Trumpton is Trurnpton Marsh. The water
levels in this marsh are sustained by flows from the Trump. The Marshes are home to the
endangered Great Raft Spider and have thus been designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest. The
Trump is gauged below Trumpton at Club's Bridge (the puns get worse!), located just above the
Marsh. The Environment Agency has set a Minimum Acceptable Flow Regime (MAFR) condition,
for the Trump monitored at Club's Bridge. This MAFR is designed to maintain the minimum habitat
requirements of the spider population within the Marsh. The flow regime at Club's Bridge and the
MAFR are summarised in Annex I.
Above Trumpton there are three abstractions:
(i)	 A public water supply abstraction licence, owned by Trumpton Water Company. This
abstraction is a surface water abstraction that is used by TWC, in conjunction with another
source outside of the catchment, to supply the town with potable water. Following the
designation of the SSS1, summer demand has been switched to the other source by TWC
during the summer months as part of a PR exercise by TWC to demonstrate their
environmental credentials. A typical abstraction profile for this licence has been provided by
TWC;
(ii) A Fish Farm owned by Captain Bird's Eye. Water is diverted from the Trump via a penstock
to meet the requirements of this fish farm. Water is returned to the Trump immediately
downstream of this penstock. It is estimated that 98 percent of the diverted water is returned
in this manner. The diversion is operated at 83% of the allowed annual limit set on the
licence;
• ( 0 A groundwater abstraction for spray irrigation purposes. This spray irrigation licence is
owned by Farmer Palmer and is thought to he 90 percent consumptive; although there are no
reliable return data for the licence.
•
Historically there has been a low flow problem within the catchment as a result of the abstractions
in the catchment. Sewage from Trumpton used to be treated at an obsolete plant sited some distance
downstream of the Marshes. As part of their capital works programme, TWC, who owned the plant,
have constructed a new plant which has a modern tertiary treatment facility. To alleviate the low flow
problem the high quality effluent from this plant is now discharged upstream of the Marshes to
augment flows at the MAFR control point.
The information held for these influences and the gauging station at Club's Bridge are detailed in
Annex 1.
•
Micro LOW FLOWS V1.31 has been extensively validated within the Trump catchment by the
Anglian Region of the Environment Agency, who are confident that the natural flow estimates are
within the confidence limits of both Micro LOW FLOWS and natural/naturalised flow records for the
region. The Region has recently upgraded the software to V2.1 and have loaded up their licence
database.
•
•
•
•
However, the estimates produced by Micro LOW FLOWS show the Trump drying up during most
of the year. This is thought to be due to following:
The representation of licences has been restricted to the information available from the licence
database. Actual data, where these are available, have not been used and returns to the river
that are not covered by a discharge consent) have not been taken into account;
The discharge consent for the new treatment plant has not been loaded onto the system.
2. OBJECTI VES
The design specification for the reservoir stipulates that the impounded area should be between 130
and 140 km' and that compensation flow release policies are restricted to constant releases of either
20%, 55% or 90% of the natural Q95 flow at the dam site.
The objectives of the syndicate exercise are to identify suitable sites and evaluate the likely impact
of the proposed reservoir development from the perspective of different interested parties. These
parties are:
Group A: The developers - The MacAlpen Construction Group
The reservoir is to be developed by the MacAlpen Construction Group. The objective of the Group
is to identify the site(s) which maximises the value of the reservoir scheme whilst meeting the
minimum environmental requirements. The value of the scheme is directly proportional to the
difference between mean flow and compensation flow. The chairman of the group, Lord MacAlpen
is a major contributor to the political party in government and will not hesitate to use this lever to
bring pressure to bear on the Environment Agency to re-evaluate downstream licences that are not
fully utilised.
Group B: The Anglian region of the Environment Agency
41
The objective of this Group is identify a suitable site(s) and operating conditions for the proposed
reservoir, whilst ensuring the needs and statutory rights of the downstream water users and the Great
Raft Spider are met. The objective of this Group is not to unduly obstruct the development.
Group C: Lime Green Consultants
111
Following their successful campaign to protect the aquatic environment within the Roman River,
Lime Green Consultants have been hired by the wealthy philanthropist, Peter Parker, to show that
the reservoir development scheme is unacceptable, on environmental grounds, due to the potential
threat to the colony of Great Raft Spiders. Their brief is to shadow the developers by identifying
possible reservoir sites, modelling the impact of reservoirs at those sites upon the inflow to
Trumpton Marsh and constructing an argument as to why the MAFR conditions may be violated if
the development goes ahead.
2
lb
•
Group D: Hydro International
Hydro International are bidding for an NFFO contract based on constructing a low head small hydro-
power turbine sited immediately above the Club's Bridge gauge. This hydropower scheme will be
totally non-consumptive and, as it is only at the proposal stage, HI are not applying to the
Environment Agency. The index used to estimated whether the scheme is viable is based on the
following ratio:
•
(Mean Flow - Q95)/Q95


The higher the ratio the better the site.
The HI objective is to evaluate the possible range of this ratio following constructionof the reservoir.
This range will determined by the siting of the reservoir and the possible operating conditions.
•
3. APPROACH
•
The tool to be used by all groups to evaluate the impact of the reservoir development is Micro LOW
FLOWS V2.I. However, before the software can be used to evaluate this impact the existing
artificial influences have to be correctly set up within the software so that the mean flow and Q95
estimated by Micro LOW FLOWS at the site of the Club's Bridge gauge approximate to the guaged
estimates. The accepted degree of fit between observed and estimated should be commensurate with
the predicted accuracy of the natural flow estimates generated by Micro LOWFLOWS and the error
inherent in the guaged flow record. Once Micro LOW FLOWS has been calibrated the software can
then be used to predict the impact of the reservoir under the alternative sitingand operating options.
4. TIME TABLE
•
Configuration of influences 35 mins
predicted flow statistics
Presentation of calibrations 10 mins
0 Evaluation of the impact of reservoir construction 2 hrs
0 Presentation of preferred option(s) - site
compensation release policy
0 Representation of existing influences
Impact of development on the MRF
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• GAUGINGSTATIONAND MRF
III
TrumpAt Club's Bridge
0 Location {Easting 5741
	
{Northing 2064III at {Line ID (LID) 527
Catchment area (sq km) 429.75
MAFR (cumecs) .276
0 Mean daily flow (cumecs) 1.487
Q95 (cumecs) 0.341
1111 MAM7 (cumecs) 0.369
MAFR - Value below which Q95 must not fall.
• DISCHARGES
0
IH discharge number: 370000 Type TS
NRA number: TWC*001
Licence holder:
Trumptonshire Water Company
Date of issue: 1996
Review date: 2010
Number of sites: 1
Consented ay. discharge (cumecs): .300
Consented max. discharge (cumecs): .400
0 Population equivalent:IH discharge number 370000 Site 1
Easting 5733 Northing 2064
Name: New Works Outfall
Receiving river: The Trump
Consented ay. discharge (cumecs): .300
Consented max. dischrge. (cumecs): .400
Measured DWF (cumecs) .210
•
S
Iif
f
•
•
•
•
•
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Actual
.210
.210
.210
.210
.210
.210
.220
.220
.210
.210
.210
.210
Monthly values (cumecs)
Predicted
.210
.210
.210
.210
.210
.210
.210
.210
.210
.210
.210
.210
•
5
•
•
•
ABSTRACTIONS
(i) Public Water Supply
IH number 370004 Type S
NRA number: S037*002
Licence holder:
Trumpton Water Company
Date of issue: 1964
Revocation date: 2010
Number of sites: 1
TOTALS Annual Daily
(cumecs)
Licenced Abstraction: .350 .900
Actual Abstraction: .350
IH abstraction number 370004 Site 1
Easting 5724 Northing 2063
Name: Trumpton Intake
GW unit Bore dist.
%S= T= %return
MRF: Thresh.(cumecs)
Max.Lic.annual daily
Purpose Lic.annual Lic.daily dates
(cumecs) (mths)
PS .350.900112
Monthly Values
ActualLicence
Siteso far
(cumecs)
Predicted
Site
Jan .670 .670 .0
Feb .650 .650 .0
Mar .580 .580 .0
Apr .370 .370 .0
May .100 .100 .0
Jun .100 .100 .0
Jul .100 .100 .0
Aug .100 .100 .0
Sep .100 .100 .0
Oct .150 .150 .0
Nov .300 .300 .0
Dec .400 .400 .0
(ii) Fish Farm
IH number 370003 Type S
NRA number: s037*001
Licence holder:
Captain Bird's Eye Inc.
Date of issue: 1972
Revocation date: 2010
Number of sites: 1
TOTALS Annual Daily
(cumecs)
Licenced Abstraction: .250 .250
Actual Abstraction: 250
IH abstraction number 370003 Site 1
Easting 5719 Northing 2063
Name: Fish Farm Intake
GW unit Bore dist.
%S= T= %return 98.
MRF: Thresh.(cumecs)
Max.Lic.annual .250 daily .250
Purpose Lic.annual Lic.daily dates
(cumecs) (mths)
FF .250 .250 I 12
Monthly Values
Actual Licence Predicted
Site so far Site
(cumecs)
Jan .250 .250 .00275
Feb .250 .250 .00275
Mar .250 .250 .00275
Apr .250 .250 .00275
May .250 .250 .00275
Jun .250 .250 .00275
Jul .250 .250 .00275
Aug .250 .250 .00275
Sep .250 .250 .00275
Oct .250 .250 .00275
Nov .250 .250 .00275
Dec .250 .250 .00275
7
(iii) Spray Irrigation
IH number 370005 Type G
NRA number: G037*001
Licence holder:
Farmer Palmer
Date of issue: 1964
Revocation date: 2010
Number of sites: 1
TOTALS Annual Daily
(cumecs)
Licenced Abstraction: .0100
Actual Abstraction:
N.B. not the original data
IH abstraction number 370005 Site 1
Easting 5720 Northing 2067
Name: Cold Comfort Farm
GW unit CH Bore dist. 486.055
%S= T= %return 10.
MRF: Thresh.(cumecs)
Max.Lic.annual daily
Purpose Lic.annual Lic.daily dates
(cumecs) (mths)
SI .0100.010039
Monthly Values
ActualLicence
Siteso far
(cumecs)
Predicted
Site
Jan .000504 .000504
Feb .000435 .000435
Mar .00782 .00782
Apr .00822 .00822
May .00839 .00839
Jun .00848 .00848
Jul .00854 .00854
Aug .00859 .00859
Sep .00862 .00862
Oct .00121 .00121
Nov .000787 .000787
Dec .000607 .000607
